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TSMV vs essential development

From Myra Ferguson  
(30 year Canmore Resident, 50 year resident of the Bow Valley) 

 I listened to Adam Linnard’s presentation to the Town and, like the counsellor who was “blown away” 
by his articulate thoughts, I too add “bravo” for his honest, clear, and disturbingly truthful assessment 
of what our town, and indeed what the Bow Valley (including Banff), has become, and what it really 
stands for and even nurtures — a playground for the wealthy at the price of the lowly.   

Canmore in particular (and the Bow Valley in general), is a town with a cultural, economic, and social 
bias that caters to the wealthy and ignores those workers of lower incomes who make up the majority 
of our resident population. 

I have thought long and hard and have often spoken to others about the need for more affordable 
housing for those workers who are integral to maintaining, supporting, and contributing their lives to 
the well-being  of our towns that primarily cater to a wealthy class or to “visiting residents”, and to the 
tourist population which is the basis of our economy. 

We continue to insult the dignity of these workers who hold together the important hospitality industry, 
integral to the towns.  We ignore the basic needs of those (mainly immigrants) who labour for a 
pittance in the big box stores, the hotels, the restaurants, the hospital, care homes, and we don’t 
provide adequate, affordable dwellings for them in which to raise their families with a semblance of 
dignity. Rather, we continue to build more and bigger $1 million-plus homes. 

As an immigrant myself (though white and single ) who came to and worked in Banff starting in 1970, I 
experienced the desperate problem of affordable housing that existed even then.  I felt like an 
unwanted pariah,  as I moved from “hole” to “hole” to try to find decent housing, while earning 
minimum to entry-level wages.  In 1991, after much scrimping and saving and being promoted to better 
paying jobs, I moved to Canmore, just under the wire before housing prices escalated.  Now-a-days I 
couldn’t even look at buying a house in Canmore. Sadly, the same problem of affordable housing that 
existed in the 70s still exists today, and it is demeaning for under-paid workers, and even teachers and 
nurses, to live in dives to enable them and their families to live here and try to put roots down in the 
Valley.  So, we continue to lose good people to Cochrane and Calgary where reasonably priced housing 
exists for those who work in stores, hotels, hospitals, care homes, schools, and restaurants. That is, 
ordinary, essential, contributing workers/residents. 

Currently, more young families are joining the single immigrant worker who has come to work in the 
Valley, which means more decent, affordable housing is needed so that these families can live with 
some dignity and not have to live in slums or holes in the ground, like I did in earlier times (little has 
changed in all the years I’ve lived in the Bow Valley). The ongoing problem has NEVER been fully 
addressed. 
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Instead, our focus continues to be on developing  grand dwellings for “vacationers” while we ignore the 
basic needs of our worthy workers, that is, those who reside here and keep the town running.   

I agree with Adam and others that it is long overdue that we stop being elitist, and meet the needs of 
workers who should be valued and who contribute their very lives to making our town safe, 
comfortable, affordable, and that the Town will treat its workers with dignity.  Making this a home for 
us all. 

The race factor has never been more pronounced than it is today, because we are bringing in low paid 
immigrants (mainly from the Philippines). These immigrants want to bring their families to be with them 
and to live with some semblance of decency and dignity.  What is currently happening is that they are 
having to move to Cochrane where there exists affordable, decent housing.  Can Canmore, in good 
conscience, continue to exist and employ people in the hospitality and service industry if they treat 
them as second class citizens, chasing them away to more worthy towns, only to replaced by more low 
paid immigrants — and the pattern repeats itself ad infinitum. 

The town needs to wake up to its inhuman treatment of people, and become a town that can be an 
example to the rest of Canada  — let us become a town that treats EVERYONE with dignity and respect; 
a town where EVERYONE is a welcome contributor to a healthy society.   

Mayor, counsellors, please listen and heed the warnings, the promptings, the call to human dignity 
overall, and let us not just continue to cater to the wealthy. 
Sincerely,  
Myra Ferguson  
Canmore resident and concerned citizen 


